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ABSTRACT: 

A tumor is a tissue formed by an accumulation of aberrant cells. These abnormal cells consume thehealthy 

bodily cells, obliterate them,and continue to swell.Braintumoris one ofthese tumors.There are two categories of 

brain tumors: benign and malignant. A cancerous tumor is 

malignant.Deepconvolutionneuralnetworkshavemostlydevelopedontheseapplicationsintheextremelypopular 

machine learning domain of image categorization. The performance of these networks in termsof prediction 

accuracy is astounding. In this study, brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) pictureswere used to create a 

convolution neural network (CNN) based prediction structure to find tumors. 

Forpicturecategorizationissues,aframeworkformachinelearningthatispreciseandunderstandableisgiven.Threefund

amentalconditionsthatin a framework for feature extraction and explanation extraction domain, the ability to 

assess the eminence of any model's prediction explanation aimed atwhichever application has been assimilated. 

 

KEYWORDS:CNN,ImageClassification,FeatureExtraction,SVM,LogisticRegression. 

INTRODUCTION:  

In the recent years, a significant number of children and adults have died from brain tumors, one of the utmost 

terrible natures of cancer. According to WHO (World Health Organization) guidelines, there are currently 

700,000 people living with brain tumors, and 86,000 of those cases have been diagnosed as of 2019. However 

there have been 16,830 brain tumor-related fatalities since the year 2019 and the average survival rate is 35%. 

In this study, brain Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) pictures were utilized to create a Convolution Neural 

Network (CNN) to identify a tumor. Deep convolution neural networks have mostly developed on these 

applications in the extremely popular machine learning domain of image categorization. These networks are 

able to perform admirably in terms of forecasting precision, but because they are unable to comprehend their 

internal workings and provide an explanation for the primary assumptions underlying their predictions, they 

are regarded as "black box" models. 

Cancer has proved itself to be one of the greatestproblems in the current world. Cancer is 

uncontrolledincreaseinthenumberofcellsthroughdivisionwithoutanydifferentiation.Growthofcancerouscell 

canledtovariousdysfunctionofthebody.Histopathological images have a crucial part in identifying and 

predicting cancer's prognosis. These photos feature morphological disease progression signs that are both 

diagnostic and prognostic. Strong computer-assisted analytical methods have been developed over the past ten 

years thanks to dramatic increases in computing power, advancements in image analysis software, and the 

introduction of whole slide digital scanners that enable high resolution digitization of tissue histopathology 

slides. To supplement the pathologist's perspective, algorithms for disease detection, diagnosis, and prognosis 

prediction have begun to be developed, similar to the function of algorithms for computer-aided diagnosis in 
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medical imaging. Processing of these histopathologicalimages requires a lot of computational power, so 

toavoidanychanceofmissingoutonthecomplexmorphologicalinformationstoredinthemthehistopathological 

images are sliced into tiles to 

obtainhighresolutionpatches.Maintaininganaidedapproachtohistopathologicalimageishighlyprescribed in many 

papers. With these advances, thedomainofresearchonapplyingmachinelearning techniques in Cancer detection 

and prognosis can bebroadlyclassifiedintotwotypes:i)CancerDetection: In this domain vast majority of works 

aredonebasedonusingMLmethodstoidentify,classify, detect or distinguish tumors and cancers; ii)Cancer 

Prediction: In cancer prediction or prognosisthere are two main foci as mentioned in the works 

ofKonstantinaKourouet al. 

 CancerSusceptibilityPrediction:Prior to the onset of the disease, research is conducted to 

determine the risk or possibility of developing a certain type of cancer. a prognostic forecast to 

support the pathologist's judgment. 

 

 CancerRecurrencePrediction:Themainfocusisonemploying machine learning techniques to 

forecast cancer risk following the resolution or diagnosis of a condition e. 

CancerSurvivabilityPrediction:Progressionafterthediagnosis of thedisease,thelife expectancy, the 

drug sensitivity alltheseaspectsarepredictedinthisdomain. 

 

In this paper we basically we have around 2500 MRI(Magnetic Resonance Imaging) Images of Brains. Weare 

conducting an experiment. In that Experiment weare trying to predict the Brains which have tumor in itand 

also the Brain images which does not have tumorin it.We combine three well-known machine learning 

algorithms—Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, and Convolution Neural Network—and determine 

the accuracy of each one separately. 

 

LITERATUREREVIEW:  

A variety of machine learning techniques have been applied in recent years in several research studies aimed 

at the categorization, the detection and treatment of cancer. Rehman and others created BU-Net to divide and 

categorize the various locations of brain tumors. For segmenting brain tumors, It was suggested to use their 

concept with updated encoder-decoder architecture. 2017 and 2018 BraTS, the suggested BU-Net architecture 

was tested. Compared to alternative segmentation models and the U-Net baseline architecture already in use, 

BU-Net has shown to be a substantial improvement. Radiology BecausemMRI imaging sub-regions can 

change tumourlocalization, researchers proposed a deep learning method that takes this into account. 

Subsequently, they used a typical 3D convolutional neural network to classify the tumor segments into 

subtypes (CNN). Popular metrics including the mean square error, the Hausdorff distance at percentile 95 

(HD95), and the dice score coefficient were employed to assess performance. The results indicate that the 

proposed method can reliably segregate tumors and forecast survival rates. In order to identify breast cancer, 

Bashir et al. combined five classifiers: Support vector machines, naive Bayes, decision trees using the Gini 

index, decision trees using information gain, and memory-based learner. The final forecast was then made 

using the ensemble technique based on weighted votes. To increase the prediction accuracy, a Four datasets 

pertaining to breast cancer were also subjected to a variety of preprocessing and feature selection strategies. 

With averages of 85.23%, 86.18%, and 76.68% for accuracy, precision, and recall, the suggested ensemble 

classifiers produced outstanding results. Few datasets were utilized to assess the model's performance, 

nevertheless. Computational instability may result from using the a large dataset's proposed ensemble with 

numerous features. Kumar et al. offered the ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis, and Friedman tests as illustrations of 

statistical procedures (tests) based on MapReduce to pick pertinent features in order to address the 

dimensionality issue. After feature selection, the Using a proximal support vector machine (mrPSVM) 

classifier built on the MapReduceframework,the microarray data. These methods were put into practice using 

the Hadoop platform. Using microarray datasets of different dimensions, a comparison of these feature 

selection methods was done. According to the experimental findings, an ensemble of the mrPSVM classifier 

and several feature selection techniques created models with higher accuracy than others. As a result, the 

suggested model handled huge data successfully, however it could only understand biological microarray data 

Lastly, Jain et al. suggested a two-phase hybrid model (iBPSO) for cancer classification that included 

correlation-based features selection (CFS) and improved-binary particle swarm optimisation. The proposed 

model selects a low-dimensional set of prognostic genes from biological samples of binary and multi-class 

tumours using the naive Bayes classifier. Using eleven benchmark microarray datasets, the model was 

examined and tested. The results of the tests revealed that, in terms of classification accuracy and the number 

of chosen genes, the model performed better than numerous well-known methodologies. Pradana et al. provide 

a method employing binary particle swarm optimisation (BPSO) as a feature selection and C4.5 decision tree 
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as a classifier to investigate cancer diagnosis based on microarray data. K-Means is used to discretize the data 

for the decision tree rule model. The model was successfully able to identify the most crucial elements and 

improve accuracy when BPSO and decision trees were applied. For C4.5 and BPSO, the model's accuracy was 

54% and 99%, respectively. In order to find highly significant genes in microarray gene expression datasets, 

Shukla et al. also suggested a novel filter-based gene selection approach. 

For the diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL) dataset, the suggested method was assessed using well- 

known classification approaches such as support vector machine, naive Bayes, k-nearest neighbour, and 

decision tree. The proposed model could compete successfully, according to experiments, and made 

outstanding predictions for accuracy, precision, sensitivity, measure, and ROC value. 

A unique cuckoo search using a crossover algorithm was created by Sampathkumar et al. to successfully 

categorise various cancer subtypes. In tests using benchmark cancer gene expression, the model surpassed CS 

and other well-known approaches, according to the results. The relief algorithm was applied by Kilicarslan et 

al. for feature ranking and dimension reduction. Support vector machines (SVM) and convolution neural 

networks (CNN) were then employed for prediction using the most crucial features. The experimental findings 

demonstrate that the suggested strategy may raise the precision of SVM and CNN classification 

algorithms.Last but not least, Lee et al. proposed a novel using a multivariate feature ranking technique, gene 

selection in microarray data can be more effective. By incorporating the formal concept of relevance into a 

Markov blanket, the suggested method generated a novel feature ranking mechanism (MB). The outcomes 

demonstrate that the model is effective in classifying high-dimensional microarray data. All of the techniques 

in the above list address the two main problems of brain cancer classifiers and the curse of dimensionality, 

which have been discussed thus far. However, here in this paper we aretrying to build different Machine 

Learning and Deeplearning algorithms andtrytofindtheir accuracy,valuelossfunction andvalue lossfunction 

alsoweare trying tocompare them and reach to a specificconclusion that which is the best algorithms to 

workwiththemedical imagesdata. 

 

METHODOLOGY:  

In this paper we are using three techniques to predictbrain cancer. We can take MRI (Magnetic 

ResonanceImaging) Images of the patient’s brain. Then practice deep learning and machine learning 

algorithms todetect any patches or tumors in the brain. Then uponthe condition of the brain we can predict if it 

is goingto be a brain cancer or not. Second there is techniquein which using medical background of the patient 

wecanpredictifthepatientisgoingtohavebrainCancerinnearfuture.Thirdwayandthemosteffective way to predict 

the Brain Cancer to study―Genomic Sequence‖ of the patient and using DeepLearning check whether the 

combination of the genescanhave BrainCancerinfuture. 

 

In this study,we are doing a comparison betweenthree well known machine learning and deep 

learningalgorithmsthat are: 

 

I. LogisticRegression(MachineLearning), 

II. SupportVectorMachine(MachineLearning) 

III. ConvolutionNeuralNetwork(DeepLearning). 

 

LogisticRegression:Logistic regression is a statistical method used to analyze and model binary or categorical 

outcomes. It is a type of regression analysis that is used when the response variable is binary, meaning it can 

take only two possible values, such as 0 or 1. The goal of logistic regression is to model the probability of the 

binary response variable as a function of one or more predictor variables. 

In logistic regression, the response variable is modeled using a logistic function, which is an S-shaped curve 

that maps any real-valued input to a value between 0 and 1. 

 

Support Vector Machine: Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a powerful machine learning algorithm used for 

classification and regression analysis. It is widely used in various fields such as finance, healthcare, 

bioinformatics, and text classification. 

In SVM, the goal is to find a hyperplane that maximally separates the data points of different classes in a high-

dimensional space. The hyperplane is selected in such a way that the distance between it and the nearest data 

point of each class is maximized, which is called the margin. If the data is not linearly separable, the SVM uses 

a technique called kernel trick to map the data into a higher-dimensional space, where it may become linearly 

separable. The most common types of kernels used are linear, polynomial, and radial basis function (RBF) 

kernels. 

The decision boundary of SVM is determined by support vectors, which are the data points closest to the 
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hyperplane. These support vectors are used to calculate the margin and the decision boundary. 

SVM has several advantages over other classification algorithms. It works well with high-dimensional data, can 

handle both linearly and nonlinearly separable data, and has a strong theoretical foundation. 

 

 

 

Fig: SVM Hyper plane 

 
ConvolutionNeuralNetwork:Convolution Neural Network, or CNN for short, is essentially a deep learning 

algorithm. To learn new things, it duplicates animal brain cells, or neurons. If we provide CNN a lot of data, it 

will essentially try to find a pattern between them and categorize them as such. CNN mostly submitted 

applications for computer vision. Here, we use the convolution layer to extract a certain feature from the 

image. 

 

 
Fig.5:  Lionel Messi 

 

Here we have image of Lionel Messi. If we extractface feature and pass it through convolution layer. Itwill 

basically check the feature of the face in everypixel value. As compare to ANN (Artificial NeuralNetwork), 

the feature will be checked at the exactpixelvaluewhereitfindsthematched feature. 

RESULT&DISCUSSION:  

 

 
 

Fig.6: CNN Layers 

 

If we consider CNN there are various componentswithinit.Atfirstwhenimagesarefeedtothenetwork it goes to 

the convolution filter. It is going toresponsible for extracting features from the image.Suppose we have a 

image of cat. Cat has eyes, nose,ears etc. these features will be extracted by this layersand updatedinto 

amatrixform. 

Then we have pooling layers. As we have passed 

ourimagethroughmultipleconvolutionfilter,thedimensionmatrixwillbeincrease.sotoreducedimension we use 

pooling layer. We take 2 X 2 submatrix which is industry standard then we take themax value or average value 

of the matrix and create apooling matrix. In our experiment we have use 

Maxpoolfunction.Thenextmethodwehaveuseispaddinglayer.So,ifwepassesaimagefromconvolution filter that 

will create a matrix which issmallerthantheactualimagebutwehavesomefeature that can present at the corner of 
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the image. Tosolve such problem we pad 0’s and create same 

sizematrixastheoriginalonce.Nowwecanextractfeaturesfromeverycorneroftheimage. 

Soaswecanseewehavegotthematrixrepresentationofanimagebutwecan’tpassitthrough a perception because it 

only allows 1 X Nsize matrix. Suppose we have 20 X 20 matrix thislayer will flatten it and convert to 1 X 

(20X20) that is1 X 400sizematrix. 

After these steps the mechanism is ready to be fullyconnected andgive outputs. 

 

 

Optimization of CNN: After building this model abig task was to get the best accuracy possible for 

thealgorithm. For this challenge we incorporate a uniqueway. In CNN we have to feed our trained data 

manytimes to the model. This reiteration called as epochs.Oneepochmeansoneiteration.Nowforbestaccuracy 

we have chosen a random number that is 32and calculate the accuracy and note it. After that wehave increase 

the number of epochs by a constantnumber in our case that is 8. Now check the accuracyand compare with the 

previous one if accuracy of 

thepreviousoneislesserthanupdatethepreviousaccuracywithnewone.Dothisuntilaccuracydecreases. When the 

accuracy decreases divide theconstant by 2 and update the constant. In our case wedivide 8 by 2 and 4 as 

output. Now we reduce theepoch’s value by 4 and try to calculate the 

accuracy.Dothesestepsuntilfindtheoptimalepochsizewheretheaccuracyishighest.Wehaveconductedourexperime

ntonthreedifferentalgorithms. 

 

 LogisticRegression 

 SupportVectorMachine 

 ConvolutionNeuralNetwork 

 

 

 
Table1:Accuracy Analysis 

 
 LogisticRegression Support 

VectorMachine 

ConvolutionNeuralNetwor

k 

Accuracy 0.9070 0.9290 0.9820(epochs32) 

 

DETAINANALYSISFORCNN: 
 

1 .Calculationfor32 epochs: 

 

Accuracy: 0.9820 Loss:0.0522 Value_Loss:0.1812 
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2 .Calculationfor40epochs: 

 

Accuracy:0.9995 Loss:0.0046 Value loss:0.0121 
 

 

3. Calculationfor41epochs: 

 

Accuracy:0.9985 Loss:0.0043 Value_loss:0.0079 

  
 

4. Calculationforepochs42: 

 

Accuracy:0.9990 Loss:0.0018 Value_loss:0.0020 

 

5. Calculationfor44epochs: 

 

Accuracy:0.9922 Loss: 0.0248 Value_loss:0.0376 

 

 

3 .Calculationfor48epochs: 

 

Accuracy:0.9990 Loss: 0.0027 Value_loss:0.0888 
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Aftercalculatingthesesixdifferentnumbersofepochs we can clearly see that the highest 

accuracywegetis0.9995.Thisaccuracywegotforcalculating40epochs. 

CONCLUSION:  

In this work, a framework for precise, reliable, 

andexplicablepredictionofpictureclassificationtaskswasprovided,offeringthreedifferentformsofexplanationoutp

utswithregardtotheaudience 

domain.Unlikethemajorityoftechniques,ourmethodisintrinsicallyinterpretableandprovidesclear justifications 

based on inputs from high-

levelfeaturerepresentationsthatareretrievedfromimages.Thesecharacteristicsaremeanttocharacterize the 

characteristics that each pixel in 

apicturepossesses,suchasthedegreeoftextureirregularity,thesizeandshapeofanobject,etc.A vitallimit of our 

method is that some of these components may only make sense to certain human experts and image analysts. 

Nonetheless, we tried to plain-spoken human language; qualitatively explain what these features mean to 

increase the appeal and viability of the explanation output from our algorithm. 

Last but not least, even the least significant features were used in our trials. We made an effort to scale back 

the quantity of features. in this dataset by looking at the associations among the characteristics as well as their 

relevance and employing a variety of feature selection algorithms. No feature was eliminated since doing so 

would have negatively impacted the performance of the prediction model as a whole. Our main objective was 

to create and disseminate an intelligible CNN-based Machine Learning an image classification framework; 

therefore we want to be clear that processing feature selection was outside the scope of our work. 
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